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Abstract Mineral dust sources at high and low latitudes contribute to atmospheric dust loads and dust deposition in the Arctic. With dust load estimates from Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016, https://doi.org/10.1002/2016JD025482), we quantify the mineral dust instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF) in the Arctic for the year 2012. The annual-mean top of the atmosphere IRF is 0.225 W/m², with the largest contributions from dust transported from Asia south of 60°N and Africa. High-latitude (>60°N) dust sources contribute about 39% to top of the atmosphere IRF and have a larger impact (1 to 2 orders of magnitude) on IRF per emitted kilogram of dust than low-latitude sources. Mineral dust deposited on snow accounts for nearly all of the bottom of the atmosphere IRF of 0.135 W/m². More than half of the bottom of the atmosphere IRF is caused by dust from high-latitude sources, indicating substantial regional climate impacts rarely accounted for in current climate models.

Plain Language Summary Mineral dust sources at high and low latitudes contribute to atmospheric dust loads and dust deposition in the Arctic. We quantify the annual-mean radiative forcing (RF) in the Arctic to be 0.225 W/m² at the top of the atmosphere. The largest contributions are from dust transported from Asia south of 60°N and Africa. High-latitude (>60°N) dust sources contribute about 39% to top of the atmosphere RF and have a larger impact (1 to 2 orders of magnitude) impact on RF per emitted kilogram of dust. Mineral dust deposited on snow accounts for nearly all of the bottom of the atmosphere RF of 0.135 W/m². More than half of the bottom of the atmosphere RF is caused by dust from high-latitude sources, indicating substantial regional climate impacts rarely accounted for in current climate models.

1. Introduction

The polar regions experience relatively large temperature changes due to feedback processes leading to Arctic amplification of global climate change (Serreze & Francis, 2006). It has been suggested that mineral dust contributes to Arctic amplification (Lambert et al., 2013, and references therein). Atmospheric and cryospheric impurities, such as mineral dust and black carbon (BC), affect the amount of radiation absorbed and scattered by the atmosphere and reduce the albedo of surfaces covered by snow or ice (Qian et al., 2015). Recent decreases in the albedo of the Greenland ice sheet have been partly ascribed to increasing amounts of impurities (e.g., Dumont et al., 2014), and Wittmann et al. (2017) found substantial influence of mineral dust on the surface energy balance of Vatnajökull ice cap, Iceland. The radiative impacts of mineral dust must thus be known in order to assess its role in the temperature changes recently observed in the Arctic (Bindoff et al., 2013).

Globally, the radiative forcing (RF) of mineral dust is estimated to be smaller than for BC, that is, −0.10 (−0.30 to +0.10) W/m² for dust and +0.60 (+0.24 to +1.02) W/m² for BC (Myhre et al., 2013, their tables 8.4 and 8.5.M.7, and Figure 8.17). Here the numbers for BC include fossil-fuel, biofuel, and biomass burning sources, while BC and dust forcing via aerosol-cloud interactions and surface albedo effects are not included. BC emissions have a large anthropogenic component, and thus, their role in Arctic climate change has recently received a lot of attention (Quinn et al., 2015, and references therein). In the Arctic the RF peaks in the spring. Over snow-covered surfaces north of 60°N over Eurasia, Flanner et al. (2009, their Figure 7) estimated the March–May RF due to BC deposited in snow to about 1.5–3.5 W/m². The surface RF of snow-deposited dust was found to be between 0.5 and 1.5 W m⁻². Estimates of annual-mean RF for atmospheric BC in the Arctic range from 0.07 to 0.63 W/m² and between 0.03 and 0.28 W/m² for BC in snow and sea ice (Quinn et al., 2015). While the annual RF from BC in snow is small, the reduction in snow albedo in the spring time leads to snow cover removal, resulting in a comparatively larger climate effect (Flanner et al., 2007;...
Hansen et al., 2007). Goldenson et al. (2012) assessed influences of deposition of BC and dust in snow on the Arctic climate based on model simulations and found similar impacts of dust and BC. The emission of mineral dust is largely a natural phenomenon, and this may explain why its forcing of the Arctic climate has been studied less. Dust emissions respond to changes in wind speed, soil moisture, and other parameters affected by climate change and are influenced by human-induced changes in land cover and surface properties. Thus, their influence on Arctic climate also varies, involving potentially important feedback processes (Lambert et al., 2013).

The major dust sources are the low-latitude deserts, but there are also dust sources at high latitudes (Bullard et al., 2016). As shown by Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016) based on model simulations that include high-latitude dust sources, in the Arctic the atmospheric dust loads are dominated by dust transported from Asia and Africa, whereas dust deposition is dominated by local high-latitude sources. This is due to the different vertical distribution of dust from these sources, with dust from high-latitude sources residing in the lower troposphere and dust from remote sources arriving mainly in the upper troposphere. Also, the seasonality is different, with remote dust peaking in spring and high-latitude dust peaking in fall (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2016). However, high-latitude dust sources seem to be not well represented in global models that are normally used to quantify RF and climate impacts. There appears to be no dust mobilization at high latitudes in these models, and simulated dust deposition patterns seem uninfluenced by these source regions (e.g., Albani et al., 2014; Mahowald et al., 2006).

The aim of this study is to quantify the instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF) in the Arctic of the dust from high-latitude sources and compare it with the IRF of dust from low-latitude sources using the dust load estimates (including high-latitude dust) from Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016). The effects of dust in the atmosphere and deposited dust in snow are quantified together and separately.

2. Methods

Monthly dust concentrations were adopted from Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016) whose simulations consisted of two steps: (1) Mineral dust emissions were calculated with the FLEXDUST emission module based on global land cover data and a friction-velocity-based formulation of dust emission (Marticorena & Bergametti, 1995; Shao & H. Lu, 2000) with size distribution from Kok (2011). The FLEXDUST dust emission was modified by soil moisture and snow cover and enhanced in topographical depressions. (2) Global transport and deposition of dust particles binned into 10 size classes were calculated using the Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 2005). The simulations considered gravitational settling, dry and wet deposition, distinguishing between within-cloud and below-cloud scavenging as described in Grythe et al. (2017). The dust simulations were described in detail and evaluated against surface and airborne measurements by Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016). At a few Arctic sites, monthly mean surface concentrations were shown to be estimated generally at the right order of magnitude. A comparison to aircraft observations indicated that concentrations are also represented realistically throughout the troposphere. Furthermore, dust deposition was compared to long-term records. For ice cores in Greenland, simulations tended to overestimate dust deposition. At three sites simulated, values of deposition in 2012 were within 1 order of magnitude from the long-term observations. At one site, with observed dust deposition amounts an order of magnitude smaller than at the other three sites, simulated deposition was a factor ∼22 larger than the long-term average deposition. However, it should be considered that the ice core observations are in regions with rather little dust deposition and simulations do not cover the same period as observations. Additional FLEXPART simulations confirmed that Icelandic dust events are well represented (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2017), but dust deposition on Vatnajökull ice cap in 1 year was overestimated by a factor 3 compared to observations (Wittmann et al., 2017). Overall, it seems that in the Arctic the FLEXPART simulations capture atmospheric concentrations quite well, but might overestimate dust deposition. However, the available measurement data are so limited and variable that a quantification of model bias is nearly impossible.

Liquid water and ice water clouds needed for the IRF calculations were taken from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) operational analysis data. From the 6-hourly ECMWF fields monthly averaged cloud fields were constructed. See Text S1 in the supporting information and Key et al. (2002), Martin et al. (1994), McFarquhar et al. (2003), Yang et al. (2005), and Wyser, (1998) for further information.
For snow-free surfaces the surface albedo was taken from ECMWF analysis data, while for snow-covered land surfaces and sea ice, the albedo was calculated using the SNICAR model (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009) that allows incorporating the effects of snow impurities, including deposited dust and underlying surface albedo (see Text S2 and Varotsos et al., 2014; Wiscombe & Warren, 1980). Snow properties were taken from ECMWF except for snow grain size where we adopt a constant snow grain effective radius of 200 μm based on the maps of Aoki et al. (2007), Hori et al. (2007), and Stamnes et al. (2007) and sensitivity calculations (see Text S2). It is noted that this choice results in a high (low) bias in IRF of up to a factor of about 1.4 (0.7) for snow grain sizes smaller (larger) than about 100 μm (500 μm) for cloudless conditions in May at 75°N. For cloudy conditions the biases are reduced (see Figure S3, Text S2). Deposited dust was included in the SNICAR model by converting the FLEXDUST size bins to SNICAR size bins. Over land SNICAR was run in a two-layer configuration. If snow thickness increased from 1 month to another, the dust deposited that month was put in the top layer. Older dust was moved to the layer below. During snow melt dust was assumed to stay in the top layer. No removal of deposited dust was included. Over ocean dust on snow-covered sea ice was included as a single homogeneous snow layer (see Text S2 and Kern et al., 2015). It was assumed that all sea ice was snow covered. While the albedo of late season bare ice is certainly different from snow-covered ice, we justify this approach by noting that the dust IRF is largest in April–May when the sea ice is expected to be snow covered; and the dust IRF is smaller over ocean than over land. Dust optical properties were taken from the SNICAR model (dust optical properties are further discussed in Text S3, see also Balkanski et al., 2007 and Hess et al., 1998). Generally, dust lowers the albedo below wavelengths of about 1,000 nm. This is due to the wavelength dependence of the refractive index of dust. At 555 nm the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index were 1.51156 and 0.00187, respectively. The dust particles were assumed to be spherical (Nousiainen, 2009; Räisänen et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Yi et al., 2011; Text S3).

The IRF (Text S4) was calculated at the bottom (BOA, surface) and top (TOA) of the atmosphere. The IRF differs by definition from the adjusted RF (readjustment of stratospheric temperatures) and the effective radiative forcing (ERF, allows for rapid adjustments within the climate system) (see, e.g., Myhre et al., 2013). For aerosols the IRF and RF values are similar (Hansen et al., 2005). The ERF is calculated using efficacies. For most constituents the efficacies are close to unity (Hansen et al., 2005), but it is large (2.1–4.5) for BC in snow (Flanner et al., 2007). We are not aware of efficacy values for dust in snow. Note that the IRF presented here represents the effect of all mineral dust rather than the anthropogenic contributions as often reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

Longwave and shortwave irradiances were calculated using the uvspec model from the libRadtran software package (Emde et al., 2016; Mayer & Kylling, 2005). The independent column approximation was adopted and the radiative transfer equation solved using an improved version of DISORT (Buras et al., 2011; Stamnes et al., 1988) in pseudo-spherical geometry (Dahlback & Stamnes, 1991) with absorption by gases that was taken from the Fu and Liou (1992) parameterization.

To resolve the diurnal variations in solar zenith angle and temperature, IRF was calculated for every third hour. Area-averaged IRF calculated with 3-hr resolution differed by less than 0.5% from simulations with a 1-hr time resolution, though for individual pixels the differences were larger. Compared to typical IRF calculations in climate models, the adopted approach allows a more accurate treatment of the scattering phase function due to the use of more streams, and inclusion of scattering in the thermal part of the spectrum. Calculations of monthly IRF were made for the 10 dust source regions defined in Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016) in addition to the sum of dust from all source regions, for latitudes north of 60°N on a 1° by 1° grid, see also Text S5.

3. Results and Discussions

The mineral dust BOA and TOA IRF for 2012 conditions are shown in Figure 1 (red lines). Both BOA and TOA IRF are bell-shaped and peak in April and May with IRF values of 0.479 and 0.787 W/m², respectively. From July onward the BOA IRF is close to zero. The TOA IRF is dominated by solar radiation from February to September, while between October and January both solar and thermal IRF are small (0.016 W/m²). In the months of October to March, the thermal radiation gives a positive BOA IRF between 0.02 and 0.10 W/m² due to trapping of radiation by atmospheric dust. For the other months the BOA IRF is dominated by solar radiation. Negative BOA IRF without deposited dust is due to solar radiation being backscattered by the atmospheric dust. Several factors influence the annual variation of the TOA and BOA IRF, including the land area covered with snow, snow-covered sea ice area, deposited dust and atmospheric dust load (see Figure 2), and the solar ele-
The IRF does not peak in June–July when the Sun is highest on the sky. Rather, the dust IRF is largest in April–May when both the atmospheric dust load and the amount of dust deposited on snow-covered surfaces, peak. Also, larger areas are covered with snow in April–May and earlier compared to June–July, which increases the albedo impact due to deposited dust. During winter, early spring, and late fall, the lack of sunlight weakens dust IRF. This is consistent with results of Goldenson et al. (2012) showing peak Arctic RF due to dust and BC deposition in snow and sea ice in May. The total annual dust TOA and BOA IRF are 0.225 and 0.135 W/m², respectively (see Table 1). The TOA IRF value is similar to corresponding values for BC as recently reviewed in Quinn et al. (2015).

The contributions to the Arctic TOA and BOA IRF from the individual dust sources are shown in Figure 3 and in Table 1. They are strongly linked to dust emission, transport and load, and deposition patterns for each source, as discussed by Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016). The main contributors to the Arctic TOA IRF are dust from Asian sources south of 60°N (Asia S60) with ~29% and African sources (Africa) with ~19% (Figure 3a and Table 1). These regions are also globally by far the largest emission sources of dust (Figure S8c). The high-latitude sources contribute about 39% to the TOA IRF. The annual variation of TOA IRF due to distant dust sources (Africa; Asia S60) differs from that of the high-latitude sources North America north of 60°N (North America N60) and Europe and Asia north of 60°N (Eurasia N60), with the latter dropping relatively more in magnitude than the former after the month of June. Dust from high-latitude sources resides typically at lower altitudes than dust from distant sources (Groot Zwaaftink et al., 2016). Hence, dust from high-latitude sources...
Figure 2. Annual variation of the land area covered by snow, the sea ice area covered by snow, the area-averaged monthly deposited dust (on snow covered areas), and the atmospheric dust column in the year 2012.

is readily deposited and its radiative impact is largest when there is snow on the ground. The area covered by snow drops rapidly between April and June and reaches its minimum in July when nearly only Greenland is snow covered (see Figure 2). This explains the rapid drop of TOA IRF due to dust from high-latitude sources from spring to summer. Dust from distant sources is more likely to stay aloft and thus causes smaller changes in albedo, which again implies that IRF due to dust aloft does not have an equally rapid drop when snow cover diminishes.

The BOA IRF (Figure 3b) is dominated by dust emitted from North America north of 60°N, Europe and Asia north of 60°N, Asia south of 60°N, and Africa. In total, the high-latitude sources contribute about 52% to the BOA IRF. The large dust sources in Africa and Asia south of 60°N contribute less than half, about 24%, of the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source region</th>
<th>TOA (W/m²)</th>
<th>BOA (W/m²)</th>
<th>TOA efficiency (W/m²)/(kg/month)</th>
<th>BOA efficiency (W/m²)/(kg/month)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All, snow covered land</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All, snow covered sea ice</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia S60</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe S60</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America S60</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-latitude dust sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurasia N60</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenland</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>3.122</td>
<td>5.981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>1.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America N60</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.532</td>
<td>1.863</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The sum of IRF values from individual source regions is not equal to the IRF for “All” source regions, as IRF values cannot be simply added, due to nonlinearities. Percentage contributions from source regions to the total IRF reported in the text are calculated using the sum of the individual IRFs.

Source regions as defined in Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016). bOnly snow covered land included in IRF. cOnly snow covered sea ice included in IRF.
Figure 3. Individual contributions from various regions to the top of the atmosphere (TOA) (a) and bottom of the atmosphere (BOA) (b) dust instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF) for the year 2012. Note the logarithmic scale on y axis in panel (a). The black dotted line in panel (b) indicates the zero line.

high-latitude sources to the BOA IRF. This is due to the fact that high-latitude dust sources dominate the dust deposition in the Arctic and thus the snow albedo reduction.

The efficiency of a dust source region to affect the Arctic radiative environment may be estimated by dividing dust IRF by the amount of dust mass emitted in the region, Figures S8a and S8b and Table 1. The high-latitude sources (Eurasia N60, Greenland, Iceland, and North America N60) are 1 to 2 orders of magnitude more efficient in producing IRF in the Arctic. This should come as no surprise, as these dust sources are either within the Arctic or the dust from these sources needs to travel shorter distances and is thus more likely to reach the Arctic.

To assess the impact of deposited dust on IRF, TOA and BOA IRF simulations were made with and without dust deposited on the surface. Both cases included dust in the atmosphere. The monthly- and area-averaged TOA and BOA IRF values excluding deposited dust are shown in Figure 1 (blue lines). The contribution of the deposited dust to the TOA IRF is about 78%–80% for February and March; it is about 59% in May, when total IRF is largest; and less than 9% for July and August. The total annual dust TOA IRF is reduced from 0.225 to 0.103 W/m² when deposited dust is excluded. The BOA IRF is nearly entirely due to mineral dust deposited on the surface. The total annual dust BOA IRF is 0.135 W/m² (0.006 W/m²) with (without) deposited dust. Lawrence et al. (2012) report global annual-mean IRF due to particles in the land-based snow pack of 0.037 W/m² for BC, 0.036 W/m² for mineral dust, and 0.083 W/m² for the combined effect of the two. For the months of March–May the combined effect is 1.5 W/m² over snow-covered regions. We only consider mineral dust north of 60°N in Figure 1, but note that our March–May average is 0.467 W/m² over snow-covered regions.
There is no unique definition of the Arctic. Above we have included all areas north of 60° N in the Arctic. Choosing a different definition of the Arctic, say the region north of 70° N, increases area-averaged TOA and BOA IRF values by about 6% and 10%, respectively. For further details, see Text S6.

From the evaluation of FLEXPART simulations, we assume that the model tends to overestimate dust deposition values at high altitudes in Greenland. This can lead to an overestimate of IRF in this region, although BOA IRF is relatively small here nonetheless (also see Text S5). Uncertainties of modeled dust deposition in other regions will also affect IRF estimates, but deposition observations at lower altitudes are necessary to assess this further. Hegg et al. (2009, 2010) identified BC from biomass sources as the main contributor to aerosol light absorption in snow. On the contrary, the modeled dust deposition results from Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016) suggest that dust should be present in the Arctic. We note this discrepancy and urge further measurements of aerosol composition in Arctic snow.

To estimate the IRF uncertainty is difficult due to the many variables entering into the calculation and the lack of knowledge about the uncertainty of many of them. A simplified uncertainty estimate including dust load and deposition, snow grain size, snow depth, and dust optical properties, gives an IRF uncertainty of ±67% (Text S7). This is in line with Albani et al. (2014), which gives an overall uncertainty of 63% in TOA RF.

In this paper, we have used Arctic IRF as a measure of the potential impact of dust on Arctic climate. It is, however, not straightforward to convert Arctic IRF values into Arctic temperature responses. For instance, Flanner (2013) found that for BC the vertical distribution is extremely important. While a BC layer in the Arctic lower troposphere leads to Arctic surface warming, a BC layer in the upper troposphere cools the surface, even though both produce positive TOA IRF values. This means that high-latitude sources are more likely to produce Arctic surface warming, while low-latitude sources tend to cool the Arctic surface (see Figure 4.3 in Quinn et al., 2015). In addition, forcing outside the Arctic can change the heat transport into the Arctic and thus generate an Arctic temperature response (Sand et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the Arctic temperature response per unit of BC emission is largest for high-latitude source regions, which is due to larger Arctic IRF efficiency and, specifically, due to the more efficient deposition on Arctic snow, for BC from high-latitude sources (Sand et al., 2016). Our findings for BOA IRF efficiency for mineral dust are quite similar, indicating that high-latitude dust emissions lead to highly effective regional Arctic climate forcing, particularly via inducing snow albedo changes. The BOA IRF over snow-covered land surfaces is 0.292 W/m², Table 1, which may be compared to the estimates of BC 0.55–0.60 W/m² of Flanner et al. (2007, their central scenario, Table 3). The efficacy of mineral dust is presumably lower than for BC due to the lower single scattering albedo. Nevertheless, the estimated IRF due to mineral dust indicates that mineral dust may be important in the Arctic climate.

It is important to notice that high-latitude dust sources generally are neglected or seem not to be very active in global climate models (Albani et al., 2014; Mahowald et al., 2006; Zender et al., 2003), despite recordings of highly active dust sources in, for instance, Iceland (e.g., Arnalds et al., 2016). These models may thus substantially underestimate BOA RF due to dust in the Arctic. In addition, many climate models do not account for snow albedo changes. Both these shortcomings will cause the models to underestimate the climate impacts of dust in the Arctic. It would thus be urgent to quantify the climate impact of changing dust sources at high latitudes, including their effect on snow albedo.

4. Conclusions

Using recent dust load estimates from Groot Zwaaftink et al. (2016), bottom and top of the atmosphere mineral dust radiative forcing values have been calculated for latitudes north of 60° N for 2012. We find the annual direct mineral dust IRF in the Arctic to be 0.225 and 0.135 W/m² at the TOA and BOA, respectively. For snow-covered land surfaces the BOA IRF is 0.292 W/m², about half of the BC central scenario estimate of Flanner et al. (2007). The largest individual source contributions to the TOA mineral dust IRF come from dust transported from Asia south of 60° N (~29%) and Africa (~19%), while all high-latitude dust sources contribute ~39% to the TOA IRF. The albedo reduction due to deposited mineral dust accounts for more than half of the TOA IRF when there is snow on the ground. In terms of Arctic IRF efficiency, that is, TOA IRF in the Arctic per emitted kilogram of mineral dust, high-latitude (>60° N) dust sources are about 1 to 2 orders of magnitude more efficient than lower-latitude dust sources.

Mineral dust deposited on snow accounts for nearly all (~99%) of the BOA IRF. The high-latitude dust sources contribute ~52% of the annual Arctic BOA IRF and ~39% to the TOA IRF. This difference is explained by the
fact that dust from high-latitude sources resides mainly in the lower troposphere and is effectively deposited at the surface. The high-latitude dust sources in North America, Europe and Asia north of 60°N are the largest contributors to the BOA IRF. Dust sources in Greenland have the largest BOA and TOA forcing efficiencies.

From the evaluation of FLEXPART simulations, the model possibly tends to overestimate dust deposition values at high altitudes in Greenland. This can lead to an overestimate of IRF in this region, although BOA IRF there is relatively small nonetheless. Rather, our calculations probably underestimate true IRF of mineral dust in the Arctic. First, we have assumed the same optical properties for all mineral dust sources. However, for example Icelandic dust originates from basaltic material and is darker than dust from the main desert regions (e.g., Arnalds et al., 2016). Thus, it may have a larger impact on IRF than calculated here. This may to some extent also be true for other high-latitude dust source regions. Second, for the year studied, 2012, the Arctic sea ice extent was at its minimum. In other years with more sea ice, dust IRF may be larger. However, our assumption that all sea ice is snow covered, may overestimate IRF.

By extrapolating climate response calculations published for low-altitude BC, the effective BOA IRF caused by high-latitude dust sources indicates that they may produce a substantial surface warming and effectively trigger Arctic feedback processes partly responsible for Arctic amplification. Since climate models generally seem to underestimate high-latitude dust sources and many such models do not simulate snow albedo effects, they may substantially underestimate BOA IRF and climate impacts of mineral dust in the Arctic.
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